[From tumor tissue via primary cultures to xenograft models: a functional approach in prostate cancer research].
The clinical course of prostate cancer, the most common cancer in men, is very variable. Despite intense research activities over the years and besides histopathological criteria, prognostic markers that reliably predict tumor behavior and the necessity for treatment are still missing. A likely explanation for this fact is the lack of good tumor models, mimicking the in vivo situation. These models are not only essential for a better understanding of the pathogenesis of prostate cancer but also play an important role in the development of new therapeutic strategies. Since results of permanent cell culture experiments reflect only in part real tumor behavior and primary cultures from patient material cannot be grown indefinitely, novel approaches need to be developed to achieve reliable and clinically relevant prostate cancer research.In this work the development of several approaches for culturing primary prostate cancer tissue is illustrated and a forecast of future research plans utilizing xenograft models in mice is made.